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Off-road �Vietnam Dirt Bike Tour from Hanoi to Ta Xua - 2 days 

02/Days    Hanoi→ Ta Xua → Hanoi 

 

Off-road �Vietnam Dirt Bike Tour from Hanoi to Ta Xua - 2 days is likened to the path to the horizon, because 

Ta Xua is extremely beautiful every morning, throughout the valleys covered by clouds, it makes everything 

fanciful. Enjoy the atmosphere and scenery here not far from Hanoi is a great motorcycle trip. 

Around Hanoi, there are many beautiful landscapes, but we do not need too much time to go. At the end of the 

week for those who live and work in Hanoi, or for those who do not have much time to visit Hanoi, but still 

want to visit many places, understand the practical needs of you. Our BM Travel Company specially designed 

a series of 2-day tours for you to choose from. And this is one of our best selling Vietnam motorbike tours. 

With only two days you have the deepest impression about a two-wheel tour in Vietnam. 

 

Content about Tour 

Day 1: Hanoi to Ta Xua Motorbike Tour (199km, 5 hours) 

Day 2: Ta Xua Motorbike Tour to Hanoi (199km, 5 hours) 
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Itinerary Tour 

Day 1: Hanoi to Ta Xua Motorbike Tour (199km, 5 hours) 

Starting off from our office, we’ll head out of the city and hug the Red river dam, all the way to Trung Ha 

bridge across Black river in Ba Vi district and follow National Highway 32 till we reach Phu Yen for lunch. 

After lunch at a local restaurant, we’ll head across Giap wood to Bac Yen township. Here, the true challenge 

begins. We’ll embark on a 12 km seemingly vertical mountain trek with our bikes, a tough feat even on dry 

and sunny days, with chilling and breathtaking scenery pushing us forwards all the way. 

We’ll get to our destination at a clearing right beside the “dinosaur back”. Time for barbeque, beer, and 

relaxation amid this remote and pristine nature’s playground amid the clouds. 

Day 2: Ta Xua Motorbike Tour to Hanoi (199km, 5 hours) 

We’ll start off early in the morning, around 7 am. We’ll ride the “dinosaur backbone”, take in its majesty in 

the early hours right in the middle of green valleys and fluffy clouds. After that, we’ll head back to our 

station for breakfast, and proceed with our way back. 

Here we have choices for you: 

Route 1: We can backtrack our way back to Hanoi and arrive at 3:30 pm, dodging the rush hour. 

 

Route 2: We’ll tread through one of the four “bikers’ graveyards” in the North with its notorious extreme off-

road and bumpy dirt-path stretching over 35 km. This will add just the perfect amount of thrill to your short 

bike tour as you push yourself to conquer that which many have failed before. 

We’ll return to Hanoi, and bid farewell to 2 days of thrill, danger, excitement, as well as tranquility and 

romance. Just know that you have earned the ultimate bragging right for championing an extremely tough 

rough of the Northern Vietnam mountains. 
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The following list is the latest updated price for Vietnam motorcycle trips in 2020 

 Newest & Best Maintained Honda motorbikes 

 Long Experienced & Helpful People 

 Great Value for Your dollar 

 Unique & Hidden Routes, Customized Tours! 

 Flexible & Secured Payment 

 No Hidden Cost 

 Minimum Of Deposit ( The Balance can be settled in Hanoi, can pay by cash or credit card )  

What's Include 

Above price includes: 

 English Speaking Tour guide/Mechanic / Photographer / Video Recorder. 

 Quality Japanese Honda Motorcycles with spare things ( Honda XR 150cc or Honda CRF250L ) CRF250L 

cost extra. 

 All meals on tour (local Vietnamese food) 

 Accommodation ( standard hotel or home stay based on double, twins or triple shared room) 

 All fuel/Gasoline 

 Boat trips on Lakes or Rivers 

 All entrance tickets/ Permits to remote areas 

 Helmets/Gloves and Bright reflecting Jackets 

 Hotel pick up 

 Dirt on your SHOES and FACE or more 

Excludes: 

 Travel insurance 

 Visa to Vietnam 

 Flight tickets 

 Gratuities, tips for tour guides/ drivers 

 Beverages & other personal expenses 

Important Notes: 

+ Single stay will cost 20 USD extra/ day. 
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+ We provide support vehicle and driver with extra price  of 150 USD/day/ truck upon request! 

+ Ho Chi Minh trail motorbike tours will cost more.  Please CONTACT US for more details. 

+ If tours are not depart/ end in Hanoi then surcharge for bike shipping to/ back: 120 USD/ bike. 

BOOKING CONDITION 

> To secure your bookings we require a minimal of 30 % deposit. Balance can be made upon arrival 

> The rider is responsible for any bank charges. ( surcharge 3,5% if you pay by credit card ) 

> The balance can be paid by cash or credit on the first day of the trip 

> If you cancel the Vietnam motorbike tour before the departure date, you will lose 100% of the deposit. 

> If you cancel the tour after the departure date, you will lose 100% of the total cost/ fee of the tour for any 

reason. 

> After departure, NO REFUNDS will be given for any reason, if you cancel the tour. 

> A Damage Cost deposit of US$ 100 – 1,000 or more is required for each motorcycle for using in the guided 

or self-guided motorcycle tours. In case of a self-caused accident, your own participation is up to US$ 2,000 

or more. 

“We promise to deliver the best balance for every single DOLLAR” 

  

Hightlight 

This is a fairly challenging route despite only consisting of a moderate amount of off-road riding, because of 

the sheer distance we need to cover. However, this is also one of the most gratifying route to conquer in 

Northern Vietnam given our short time frame of 2 days and 1 night. Whether you have a chronic case of the 

wanderlust, or are in need of a little romanticism in your life, this short bike tour has it all. On this tour, we’ll 

tread through a whole array of emotions: the mellow freedom of the open road, the stoic towering mountains, 

the endlessly vibrant green valleys, the ever-upwards coiling mountain roads, and the giant crescent terraces. 

We’ll take on 12 km extreme off-road mountain climbing with our bikes from the town of Bac Yen all the way 

to the peaks of Ta Xua. 
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Ta Xua is a little known commune in the mountainous Yen Bai province. Ta Xua is the home to 3 of the 

most magnificent mountain peaks in Northern Vietnam, with the highest standing proud at 2850 meter. 

Although not as imposing, the peak we will be conquering still stands at an impressive 2120 meter above sea 

level. One special feature unique to the mountain range here is that it looks like the back bone of a dinosaur. 

This “dinosaur range” is also the border between Son La and Yen Bai province, and is one extremely 

challenging and dangerous route for bikers. 

More than just mountain range and adventure, Ta Xua is also the land of romanticism, with its cloud hugged 

peaks. You will literally be riding in a sea of clouds, chasing after them in a fantastical cloud hunt. 
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